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1. GALAXY (8:08) 

2. BABY FACE 
(she said do do do do) 
(5:03) 

3. SWEET FIGHTING LADY 
(7:11) 

4. HEY SENORITA (5:46) 

5. THE SEVEN TIN SOLDIERS 
(14:14) 

[TT 40:22] 
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War’s 1977 Galaxy caught the seven-member band at a crossroads. 
After some eight years of existence — first as the backup group for 
singer Eric Burdon, then on their own — they had scored such major 

hits as Slippin’ Into Darkness, The Cisco Kid and Low Rider, selling tens of mil¬ 
lions of records internationally along the way. Since the release of All Day 
Music in 1971, they had seen each of their LPs reach or surpass certified gold 
status, and many platinum and multi-platinum. By any estimation, War found 
itself in an enviable position as the ‘70s neared their end. 

Beneath the surface, though, all wasn’t so rosy. Switching labels from 
United Artists to MCA, War was gearing up for a trip to the stars with the 
release of Galaxy. Tensions were building up in the band at that point, leading 
to the departure of bassist B.B. Dickerson and sax player Charles Miller within 
a year or so. When War recorded Galaxy with longtime producer Jerry Gold¬ 
stein at the helm, its members entering a period of uncertainty, both in terms of 
their creative direction and their working relationships with each other. 

“Galaxy was the last of what I call the classic War albums,” says Gold¬ 
stein. “That was it for the original seven guys in the band. I couldn’t feel it com¬ 
ing at the time — it felt like a normal War album while we were making it. In 
fact, we were feeling a lot of positive energy, because working with MCA 
seemed to be the start of something new and exciting.” 

“We made Galaxy around the time that we started feeling a bit awkward 
and shaky about the future," adds War keyboardist/singer Lonnie Jordan. “We 
knew that we always had our music, but the business side of things was going 
in the wrong direction. And that affected us as a band." 

Harmonica player Lee Oskar felt a change coming as well: “I was very 
pleased with Galaxy artistically, but after that album, things went in a different 
direction. After that, we felt the pressure of the music industry much more. 
Plus, there was a different chemistry in the band after B.B. and Charles left. 

Considering the above comments, it’s somewhat surprising that Galaxy 

has the light-hearted, good-humored feel that it does. Unlike such LPs as All 
Day Music and The World is a Ghetto, there are no direct pronouncemei 1 
about big issues in these songs. Instead, Galaxy is mostly about romance and 
relaxation, with the music leaning to the Latin/funk/jazz blend that War perfected 
in the ‘70s. Galaxy’s best-known tune is its title track, a funky dance floor excursion 

with playfully spacey lyrics. "Galaxy was inspired by the first Star Wars 
movie, which was on everybody’s mind back then," Goldstein says. “I 

thought the song was one of our better records — it has a tremendous groove.” 
Jordan recalls the song’s beginnings: “We created it right in the studio — 

like so many of our songs, it came out of a long jam. Me and B.B. started it off 
on piano and bass, and then everybody else added their parts as we went 
along. We all contributed to the lyrics, even Jerry. We’d never written a space- 
age song before, so we conjured up Galaxy." 

The song went on to become the title tune for the album, inspiring Oskar to 
dream up an ambitious cover concept: “I was in charge of the album’s art direc¬ 
tion, and since we had use of the Universal Studios lot because of MCA 
Records, I went out and found the right set for the cover shot. I had them put 
up a marquee that said Galaxy, and then lined up the band with our road cases 
and equipment out in front. Behind us, there’s a line of people with tickets to 
get onto the space ship to leave earth — there’s a guy from the Ku Klux Klan, a 
Chinese man, you name it. And at the end of the line on the back cover, you 
can see a baby playing in the street — that’s my son Nathan, with my first wife, 
Keri.” (Also to be found in line on the back cover are Jerry Goldstein and then 
War manager, Steve Gold.) 

Despite such efforts, the Galaxy single was a disappointment in the U.S, — 
though it reached the top of the R&B and dance charts, the song failed to cross 
over into the pop market, stalling at #39. In Europe, Galaxy fared much better, 
soaring the #1 in France and other continental nations. A 12” dance mix release 
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of the single became a club favorite as well. 
It Contrast to the title number’s sleek funk feel, Baby Face (she said do do 

do do) lopes along to a lazy groove. Guitarist Howard Scott handles lead 
vocals, tossing in a lyric quote from the 1920s ditty Baby Face just for fun. 
“Howard brought that one in, and we jammed it," Jordan says. “Charles Miller 
played an old clarinet on the track, which fit real well.” 

Sweet Fighting Lady, a Latin-tinged ballad, follows next. “B.B. wrote the 
song about his first wife, Theresa, who is my wife now,” Jordan explains. Adds 
Oskar: “To me, it’s a passionate love song, with beautiful colors and textures to 

it." 
War’s mastery of Latino rhythms comes into play again on Hey Sehorita, 

“We had a great time doing that track," says Jordan. “When we arranged the 
vocals, we were inspired by Crosby, Stills & Nash’s harmonies — that’s me, 
B.B., Howard and Papa Dee (Allen, War’s percussionist) all joining in. And that 
woman speaking Spanish is Patricia Rojas, a friend of ours from Chile, a very 

pretty lady." Closing Galaxy is The Seven Tin Soldiers, a jazzy instrumental in the tradi¬ 
tion of an earlier War favorite, City Country City. Oskar brought in the 
seed for this tune: “That’s my melody — to me, there’s joy in the song, 

but uncertainty with it. I remember coming up with it while my wife, Keri, was 
up in San Francisco waiting for Nathan to be born. I was down in L.A. anticipat¬ 
ing the day, and thinking about all the band had survived and done together. I'd 
always been a Hans Christian Andersen fan, so I thought of us as being like the 
seven tin soldiers coming back from the war, with the clock ticking." 

Galaxy went on to become yet another gold-winner in the War album cata¬ 
logue, selling nearly 800,000 copies. A record emanating good vibrations made 
during a trying time, it marks a transitional chapter in the War story, one that 

continues into the 1990s. 
—Barry Alfonso 
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All Compositions Written by Allen/Brown/ 
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except The Seven Tin Soldiers Written by 

Allen/Brown/Dickerson/Jordan/Miller/Oskar/ 
Scott. All Selections Published by Far Out 
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PERSONNEL: 

HOWARD SCOTT: guitar, percussion, vocals 

B.B. DICKERSON: bass, percussion, vocals 

LONNIE JORDAN: organ, piano, timbales, 

percussion, synthesizers, 

vocals 

PAPA DEE ALLEN: conga, bongos, percussion, 

vocals 

CHARLES MILLER: clarinet, alto, tenor & baritone 

saxes, percussion, vocals 

LEE OSKAR: harmonica, percussion 

HAROLD BROWN: drums, percussion, vocals 

Produced by JERRY GOLDSTEIN in 

Association with LONNIE JORDAN & 

HOWARD SCOTT for AVENUE RECORDS/ 

FAR OUT PRODUCTIONS, INC. 

Recording Engineers: ED BARTON & CHRIS 
HUSTON 

Recorded at: FAR OUT STUDIOS, CHEROKEE 
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Remixing Engineer: CHRIS HUSTON 
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Musical Direction: LONNIE JORDAN 

Album Concept: HAROLD BROWN 

Original Art Direction: LEE OSKAR, LARRY 

MARMORSTEIN & GEORGE OSAKI 

Photography: TOM BERT 

Reissue Art Direction: ART HOTEL 

Special Thanks to: Patricia Rojas for her fabulous 

portrayal in Hey Sehorita and all our friends who 

attended the Galaxy party, as well as all our 

friends who attended the Galaxy album cover 

shooting. MCA studios for allowing us to use their 

facilities, and MCA Inc. for helping us to part the 

Red Sea. The War roadies for helping us move 

from place to place. The personnel at the studios 

for getting us the time and helping us make our 

music. And to anyone we may have inadvertently 

forgotten, thank you for accepting our apologies. 

“Those strong enough to care and stay, 

surround with love the ones who play.” 

This album was originally issued as MCA 
#3030, 11/77. 
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